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Lead agencies may include 15 hardcopies of this document when submitting electronic copies of Environmental Impact
Reports, Negative Declarations, Mitigated Negative Declarations, or Notices of Preparation to the State Clearinghouse
(SCH). The SCH also accepts other summaries, such as EIR Executive Summaries prepared pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15123. Please include one copy of the Notice of Completion Form (NOC) with your submission and attach the
summary to each electronic copy of the document.
SCH #:
Project Title: Gopher Canyon Water Pipeline Improvement Project
Lead Agency: Rainbow Municipal Water District (District)
Contact Name: Malik Tamimi
Email: mtamimi@rainbowmwd.com
Project Location: Unincorporated community of Bonsall
City

Phone Number: (760) 728-1178 ext. 173
San Diego
County

Project Decription (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
The proposed Gopher Canyon Water Pipeline Improvement Project (proposed project) would entail the construction of
three pipeline improvement components: Integrity Court (1,068 feet of 8-inch polyvinyl chloride [PVC] pipeline connecting
two existing pipelines to create a single looped pipeline); Gopher Canyon Road Sections 1 and 2 (comprising the
addition of a total of 2,125 feet of 8-inch PVC pipeline in two separate sections of pipeline within the public right-of-way
that will connect existing pipelines, creating a single looped pipeline); replacement of 550 feet of pipeline between
Disney Lane and Margale Lane and the addition of 287 feet of pipeline within the paved section of Margale Lane; and
replacement of 300 feet of pipeline in Margale Lane; and Disney Lane (addition of 1,363 feet of 12-inch PVC pipeline).
The work for the Disney Lane component also includes the installation of associated features, including assemblies,
valves, and fire hydrants. Construction of the proposed project would occur within the existing roadway and adjacent
disturbed areas.

Identify the project's significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The proposed project would result in potential impacts in the following issue areas: biological resources (adverse impact
to special status species and sensitive habitat); cultural resources (adverse change in the significance of archaeological
resources); noise (exposure to noise levels above standards during construction); transportation (potential road closures
during construction); tribal cultural resources (change in significance of tribal cultural resource); and wildfire (construction
activities within a High and Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone).
Based on the IS/MND prepared for the project, it has been determined that the project will not have a significant effect on
the environment that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance with the incorporation of mitigation measures.
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.
There are no known areas of controversy for the proposed project.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
Encroachment permits from the County of San Diego would be required for work within roadway right-of-way.

